
Experience the Bliss

Crystal Healing
    Every layout is different, designed for your 
personal circumstances, goals, and Auric 
balance. These descriptions of the basic 
layouts may provide you with an idea of how  
you might receive some crystal help.

THE LIGHT LAYOUT 
Uses predominently clear crystals to bring 
clarity, protection, and strength.

LOVE LAYOUT
Adds lots of  pinks
and golds to the
light layout to bring
feelings of  joy and 
love. Very enjoyable. 

HEART HEALING LAYOUT
Uses deep-acting crystals and stones to 
open and heal the heart of  past pains.  
Helps you manifest more love in your life.

AURA HEALING
Cleans and heals your Aura of  old patterns, 
which eases the restrictions those patterns 
have created in your life.

LIGHT AND COLOR LAYOUT
Adds specific colors to the light layout to 
heighten desired effects such as calmness, 
creativity, assertiveness, or mental clarity.

FAERIE LAYOUT 
It can be confusing for a 
Faerie to be in a human 
body and this layout can 
help.  Pinks, Sky Blues, 
and Faerie callers to 
help you open to Faeries 
and feed your Faerie self. 

      Its strongest form is the ‘Crystal Layout’ 
where light and colors from specific crystals 
are beamed into your 
Chakras and your 
Auric field. The state 
of  your Chakras and 
your Aura control 
the energy flow into 
every area of  your life.
The crystals' light is 
focused at the points 
where the Chakras and 
your Aura are most 
sensitive, and may be 
in need of  balancing. 
  
   Healing your Chakras and your Aura 
with light helps you gain clarity, change old 
habits, release negative emotions, and remove 
blockages that keep you from realizing your 
dreams.  This makes it easier to  create 
positive situations in your life and manifest 
your personal path.
     
     Crystal Healing is a very pleasant experience 
and is done fully clothed.  Allow 90 minutes for 
a session. The first part of  this time is spent 
talking and reviewing your aura and the rest 
is lying down under the crystals. We usually 
recommend Flower Essences that we think 
will help as well.

Crystal Healing Popular Layouts
     Experience the bliss of one of the 
deepest, gentlest, and most enjoyable 

forms of healing available.



FLUORITE OCTAHEDRON
Fluorite Octahedrons connect you to your 
Higher Self, and bring its help into your life. 
Produces practical & creative solutions.

SPIRITUAL INITIATION LAYOUT
Opens the third eye and the Crown Chakras. 
Heightens your intuitive abilities and helps 
you access Spirit’s help and guidance and 
gifts more easily 

TRAUMA HEALING LAYOUT 
Works into larger areas of  damage 
and hurt, closes holes left by traumatic 
experiences.

PROTECTION BUILDING 
Similar to the Trauma Healing Layout but 
also focuses on  building the aura’s ability 
to protect you in the future.

OBSIDION DRAW LAYOUT
Black obsidion and other stones cleanse the 
Aura of  negative emotions, patterns, and 
energies. Cleanses the negative effects of  
toxic people, habits, and environments.

  After studying healing and vibrational 
medicines for over 30 years he has created 
the Isis Temple Aura Cleanser, the Botanical 
Alchemy  Flower Essence blends, the Faerie 
Food, and many vibrational products for other 
companies. 
  
  Clifton is known for deep heart repair, 
allowing love to manifest in your life. He has a 
loving and practical approach from his years of  
healing clients & consulting for businesses.

    

   Clifton Harrison is a graduate of the British 
Institute of Homoeopathy who has integrated the 
use of Crystals, Flower Essences, Auric Diagnosis, 
Soul Path Healing, Shamanic Journeying, past-
life healing, 4-Element Alchemy, Reiki, Buddhist 
& Taoist  Psychology, and Angelic Guides into 
his healing practice.

BOTANICAL ALCHEMY
1482 E Valley Road  # 502
Santa Barbara, CA 93108

        800-990-2737
www.botanicalalchemy.com
mail@botanicalalchemy.com

AIR LAYOUT
Air Element layout to help with fresh starts, 
new perspectives, ideas, communicating 
designing, planning and organizing.

CLIFTON HARRISON

We offer complementary modalities 
including Flower Essences, Aura Cleanser,  
Hypnotherapy, Shamanic Journeying, 
Spiritual Coaching, Balancing, Purifying, 
Self-Esteem, Goal Setting, Meditation, 
Personal Growth and Business Consulting.

FIRE LAYOUT
High fire stones to build energy, passion, 
drive, courage, optimism, and resilience.
WATER LAYOUT 
Lapis and water stones to deepen your 
connections, open your intuition and 
access and change emotional patterns.
EARTH LAYOUT 
Emeralds and Green Jade to help you 
ground and appreciate earth element, and 
achieve more success on your earth walk.

COMPLIMENTARY MODALITIES


